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the dongle emulators themselves are often the same as the actual dongle but are sold at a lower price. this is because the developers of the software can use their own copy of the software and do not have to pay for the dongle themselves. it is important to note that a dongle emulator is not the same as a copy protected program. hasp
wiring scheme is not unusual for all hasp dongles. the specific is only functional and reminiscence content within the hasp chips. in case of memo-x, nethasp, timehasp, hasp36,hasp4 the pc talks to dongle thru d0-d7 wires (pin 2..9 on d25 parallel port connector, inside the case of lpt). the dongle answers to pc through paperend (pin 12 )
wire. all different wires are used simply to supply a electricity or transfer it on/off. the license manager is a utility that serves as a link between the network key and 1c launched on a remote machine. hasp license manager automatically creates a. however, for the protected application to work on a remote workstation, it is necessary to

check that udp and tcp packets pass freely through port 475 in both directions. it is desirable to install the manager as a service by selecting service (nhsrvice.exe)during installation. businesses and consumers who purchase software requiring a hasp dongle may find this hardware solution more convenient than equivalent software
protection technologies. for programs sold with a limited number of seats or users, a dongle can easily be transferred between different computers or departments. some dongles can also enable functionality on multiple computers on a network. dongles can be a major source of frustration for customers who need to run legacy or

unsupported applications, however, as new operating systems, lost dongles, or new hardware can mean the programs will no longer run. in these cases, a dongle emulator is sometimes used to trick a program into believing a physical hasp dongle is connected. 5ec8ef588b
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